About My Pattern Errata
From time to time either a typo or something that needs changing is discovered in a
pattern. I read, work, review, and re-review my design pages time and time again
before declaring them ready for web posting to the rest of the world. Once in a while I
read a paragraph of a pattern I have written and think I could have made it more
helpful, or perhaps (oh dear me) I do find that 'typo Tilly' struck and impacted the
execution of an instruction. (This upsets me terribly when I find a typo and feel a need
to put out an All Points Bulletin).
Since my sales about a year ago, when my site was new each time I have made a
change to a posted pattern for sale, I have hunted up purchasers' email addresses, and
emailed new pdfs.
Whether it is one of my patterns or a pattern from elsewhere, If you have not yet begun
the pattern, you may wish to establish for yourself a Rule of Thumb ... go to the
website of the publisher or designer and look for errata. This, of course, can save on
frustration.
Having said all of that ... for patterns purchased from this site prior, I have emailed
purchasers with pattern changes I have made … if you have purchased a pattern from
my site and wish to double-check anyway, in the case you were on a particular list but
may not have received my email, please feel free to contact me before starting a
pattern purchased prior to April 2013. (forward of this date), I will be posting errata
on the site.
If you have been a purchaser, I hope you have found my writing format and style good
to use and I hope you will wish to continue to visit my site.
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